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COORDINATOR’S CORNER
These are the days that raise
the spirits of gardeners.
Spring is in the air – more
sunlight, and warmer nights.
Time to finish up the pruning,
add the compost, plant the
onions and hold off on the
warm weather vegetables (I
know it’s tempting but the
average date of our last frost
is mid May). Lots to do.

a dish to share and meet the
members of the 2015 Intern
Training Class. Project chairs
and co-chairs will be there to
sign up volunteers. This end
of class party is simply a
party – no speeches just fun,
so please come.

We have some great educational opportunities going on
this month, so take advanI know you’re busy, but
tage if you can. We’ll have
please take the time to cele- advanced classes with
brate our newest SCMG mem- Stephanie Walker (April 1 9a
bers. April 21 we will have a – 11a) talking about vegetaparty at Hendron Hall (where bles and Robert Flynn (April 8
there’s lots of room!). Bring 9a – 10:30a) talking about

micro irrigation. April 15 we
will be heading up to Jemez
School Complex to learn
about canning and preserving
foods. April 18 Lynda and a
number of SCMG veterans will
be presenting a day-long
workshop about gardening
for the Corrales Historical Society. Check the SCMG website calendar for details.
Remember the wise words of
Margaret Atwood In the

Spring, at the end of the day,
you should smell like dirt.
Sam

FROM LYNDA’S DESK
Spring! It’s officially
here. Fruit trees are in
blossom, dandelions
are radiant with their
yellow flowers. I
wanted to share the
results of my straw
bale winter garden.
The tatsoi, mizuna, and
arugula have bolted
and gone to flower.
These early spring
blooms are a welcome
source of pollen and
nectar for the bees and
wasps. The mixed
lettuce greens are still
going strong with some
wayward rainbow chard
putting out some new
leaves. I had a constant supply of greens

October 2014

L. Garvin

March 2015

L. Garvin

from November until
now. I should have
planted the lettuce earlier so it had more
growth before the cold
weather set in. It was
slow going with those
little guys until February. All in all it was an
inexpensive and simple
way to produce greens
all winter long. Since
I’m moving end of
May, I’ll continue to let
the plants grow and
then cut them back
and lightly work them
into the soil, adding
organic matter to the
soil. Wishing you all
bountiful gardens.
Lynda
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How to

Plants from seed save money, add variety
Some of the advantages of growing plants from seed include
saving money, taking advantage of larger selections and
creating new varieties from repeated selection.
By Judy Jacobs, SCMG

light is necessary for seedlings to grow
well. I have experienced the greatest
success using fluorescent shop lights.
In the middle of January, when most
Full-spectrum “plant” bulbs, or one
people are recovering from the holiwarm bulb and one cool bulb, will prodays and wondering who will play in
the Super Bowl, I can be found in my vide the correct amount and type of
light that seedlings need to grow sucsunroom sorting seeds.
cessfully. Turn the lights on for 16
hours a day so that seedlings receive
We are fortunate to live in New Mexico, but many plants don’t agree with darkness, too.
Then, use a very fine covering of verour choice.
miculite, which seems to help with
The lights should be placed 2-3 inches moisture and disease. Cover very small
Before finalizing your selection, consult above the seedlings, raising them as
seeds with a piece of cardboard if they
the extensive resources offered by the plants grow. A timer makes this proc- require darkness to germinate. Label
Sandoval County Extension Office. This ess easier.
your container and place it under
site includes a plant selector, how-to
lights at the proper temperature for
There are many types of containers on germination.
videos and a link to a comprehensive
the market, but I have found that
list of publications
plastic containers work best for raising Water lightly every few days to keep
(desertblooms.nmsu.edu).
seedlings. They are reusable, contain
the surface moist.
When your seeds arrive, estimate the the roots and don’t fall apart before
last frost date in your area, and group planting time.
When your seedlings have two to four
the seed packets by starting date.
true leaves, it is time to transplant
Yogurt cups and other recycled plastic them to individual containers. Choose
Store them in a cool dry place until
food containers that are 2-3 inches
planting time.
a container based on the size of the
deep are perfect. Punch several holes plant, growth rate and number of
Successful germination is a function of in the bottom for drainage, and soak
weeks that it will remain in the conthem in a solution of one part housethe interaction of four components:
tainer.
hold bleach to nine parts water for 10
timing, moisture, temperature and
minutes to sterilize. Rinse the contain- Fill the transplant containers with soil.
light. Recommended planting dates
ers in water and let them dry.
are a combination of germination
Make an indentation in the middle of
times, temperature, rate of growth
each cell that is the same depth as the
Quality seedling soil is composed of
and the number of frost-free days in
growing container. Carefully remove
sphagnum peat moss, perlite, vermicu- the seedlings from their growing conyour area.
lite and a wetting agent. It is also free tainer, separate and place each seedEach species has specific soil tempera- from disease-causing organisms.
ling in a separate cell or container.
ture requirements for optimum germiThoroughly moisten the seed-starting Firm the soil around the stem, but do
nation. A seedling heat mat can be
very helpful to maintain the proper soil mix before planting. Fill the container not cover the cotyledons (the first set
to the top, and brush off excess. Wa- of leaves that sprout from a seed).
temperature.
ter the soil well, with a fine spray, until Water the containers well, and place
Most plants require a moist surface for it is settled and saturated.
them out of direct sun.
germination. Water the containers with
Do not compact the soil, as plants
a fine spray to avoid moving tiny
See Seeds on p. 3
need air for root growth. Spread the
seeds.
seeds evenly on top of the soil. Cover
Although many seeds require darkness the seeds with vermiculite about four
to germinate, adequate and consistent times their depth, unless the seeds
need light to germinate.
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Seeds Continued from p. 2

recover, wilting can be quite damaging. If this occurs, move the seedlings
After the seedlings recover, place them into the shade. Water them if they are
back under the lights.
dry, or mist the plants if the soil is already moist.
Before the seedlings can be planted
outdoors, they must be acclimated to
After the seedlings are hardened off,
our environment. Begin by placing the select a planting location based on
seedlings outdoors in the shade when each plant’s specific requirements.
the temperature is at least 50 degrees Plant in the evening, or on a cloudy
and there is no wind. Bring them in at day, so the plants can adjust when
night if temperatures will be below 50. temperatures are cooler. Planting is
Gradually increase the amount of light easier when soil is moist.
the seedlings receive during the day
until they are able to withstand about Remove the seedling, spread the roots
four hours of morning sun.
and plant at the same depth as it was
in the container. Water well with a fine
Even though seedlings may seem to
spray, and cover the root zone with
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mulch. Provide some shade in the hottest part of the year, gradually decreasing the amount until the seedlings are able to withstand our intense
sun.
Water the plants frequently at first,
until they have adjusted and begin to
grow again. Then water well, letting
the plants dry out somewhat between
each watering to encourage strong
root growth.
Sit back and enjoy! 

This article was previously published in
the Rio Rancho Observer.

Tips

Amending Soil with Sandoval Compost
mains in the finished compost. Wood
chips will decompose more slowly than
other additions and so they remain at
the end of the process.

D. Vines

Bert Sanchez explains operation of the mixer and conveyer system at
the Sandoval County composting facility.

The Sandoval County
landfill recycles green
waste to produce highquality compost.
By John Zarola, SCMG
We are fortunate to have a nearby
composting facility in Rio Rancho.
This facility uses a controlled in-vessel

hot composting method which destroys plant pathogens and seeds.
The finished product is available in
bulk by the truckload.
Wood chips are used as coarse bulking material and as a carbon source for
microbial nutrition in the composting
process. Locally obtained manures are
added as the nitrogen source for the
process.
Some gardeners are surprised by the
amount of residual wood chip that re-

The compost may be used as is somewhat depending on the application. Some gardeners will prefer a
finer product. A 1/4" hardware cloth
draped over a wheelbarrow would
serve as a screening device. Small
amounts of the compost are spread
over the cloth. With agitation the fine
humus particles will drop through and
the chips will remain on the top of the
hardware cloth. The finely screened
humus may then be added to garden
beds. The wood chips may then be
used as a top dressing/mulch in the
dripline of perennials, on walkways or
added to a home composting operation as a coarse bulking agent. 

Training Class Party
& Volunteer Signup
April 21, 2015 noon
Hendron Hall,
San Ysidro Church
5015 Corrales Road
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Project News

Seed2Need - Lessons Learned Part II
One last problem: Blossom End
Rot. Plus things that have
worked well: tomato cages, row
cover and plastic mulch
By Penny Davis, SCMG
In the March newsletter, we discussed
several problems encountered by
Seed2Need over the past five years.
This month, we will discuss one other
major problem - blossom end rot - and
then we will talk about a few things
that have worked well - tomato cages,
row cover and plastic mulch.

and set fruit. If cultivation is necessary, it
should be shallow to
avoid damaging the
roots. Planting the
seedlings deep will also
help develop a better
root system as roots
sprout along the buried
stem.

4. Temperature Hot, windy conditions
with low relative humidity can cause high tranP. Davis
spiration rates ideal for
inducing blossom end
Volunteers bending concrete reinforcing
rot.
This sounds like
wire into tomato cages.
spring
in New Mexico,
Blossom End Rot: Every year,
areas
of
new
shoot
growth
that
have
doesn't
it?
For
those
of us who use
Seed2Need has a problem with blosthe
greatest
transpirational
demand.
plastic
mulch,
black
plastic
mulch can
som end rot (BER) at the beginning of
Calcium
will
therefore
be
deposited
in
also
damage
the
roots
by
increasing
the season. Usually, this problem disthe new shoot and leaf tissues that
the bed temperature.
appears after the first fruit set but in
result
from
excess
fertilization,
and
2014 we experienced blossom end rot
little will end up in developing fruit
How does Seed2Need plan to adthroughout the season. We estimate
where
it
is
needed
most.
dress BER in 2015? Soil tests show
that BER reduced our 2014 tomato
that all of our gardens have adequate
harvest by 5000-7000 pounds.
2. Inconsistent watering - Fluccalcium and we also use an automatic
tuations
of
soil
moisture
may
trigger
watering system so we are pretty conBlossom end rot is a physiological disBER due to irregular transpiration
fident that inconsistent watering is not
order that results when there is an
inadequate supply of calcium available rates, affecting the quantities and tim- the problem. Based on our research,
we believe that our problem with BER
to the developing fruit. This can result ing of water and calcium moving up
from low levels of calcium in the soil or the xylem. Conversely, during hot, dry is due to a combination of applying all
weather when transpiration is occurof the fertilizer recommended by the
it can result from many other factors
that prevent the plant from absorbing ring at a much faster rate, developing soil tests at one time in the early
vegetative parts such as growing
spring, using ammonium sulfate as our
the calcium that is available. Some of
leaves and stems become greater
nitrogen source and using black plastic
these factors include
sinks for Ca than developing fruits.
mulch on the tomato rows.
1. Excessive fertilization - Calcium
In 2015 we will use white over black
(Ca) in soil solution competes with po- Mulching should be practiced where
feasible to maintain an even supply of instead of black over black plastic
tassium, magnesium and ammonium
soil moisture. In general, tomato
mulch. The white side (top) reflects
based nitrogen for uptake in the
plants need at least one inch of water the sun to help cool the soil while the
plant. Ammonium based nitrogen, in
per week in the form of rain or supple- black side (bottom) suppresses weed
particular, may increase blossom-end
mental irrigation.
growth. In addition, we will use comrot as excess ammonium ions reduce
post as part of our nitrogen source and
calcium uptake.
3. Inadequate root system - A
reduce the amount of other fertilizer
large root system is better equipped to applied in the early spring by half. We
Rapid vegetative growth due to overalso started our tomato seedlings early
fertilization of nitrogen and potassium absorb the calcium needed for the
so the plants will be taller when they
during early bloom and fruiting stages healthy development of the fruit. To
encourage a large root system, seedare planted. This will allow them to be
is a major contributor to BER. Since
calcium moves with the transpirational lings should be kept a little on the dry planted deeper to help provide a betside from the time the transplants are ter root system.
water flow, water is going to go to
established until they begin to flower
See BER p. 5
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BER from p. 4
P. Davis

We will report our results in August
when the tomatoes begin to ripen.
References:
http://extension.uga.edu/publications/
detail.cfm?number=C938
http://www.clemson.edu/extension/
hgic/
hot_topics/2007/07blossomendrot.html
http://www.ianrpubs.unl.edu/pages/
publicationD.jsp?publicationId=846
http://extension.psu.edu/plants/
vegetable-fruit/news/2012/hot-yearmeans-more-blossom-end-rot

P. Davis

A stack of 7 tomato cages.
Tomato Cages: When Seed2Need
started growing tomatoes in 2009, we
staked each plant using a t-post and a
P. Davis
standard round tomato cage. While
this works fine for growing a few
dozen tomatoes in a home garden, it
isn't practical when growing tomatoes
on a commercial scale. Seed2Need
currently plants over 2000 tomato
plants a year and harvests around
30,000 pounds a season. In 2010, we
started researching tomato cage designs looking for something that was
Tomato cages covered with row cover
relatively inexpensive, low mainteto reduce curly top virus caused
nance and that could easily be covered
by beet leafhoppers.
with row cover. Unfortunately, we did
not find anything that satisfied our
needs.

Tomato plants inside cages covered
with row cover

squash and cucumbers with row cover
to protect them from squash bugs.
Our use of row cover was based on a
study conducted by Dr. Ron Walser,
NMSU, in 2008-2009. Dr. Walser tried
two techniques to protect tomato
plants from curly top virus, a disease
transmitted by beet leafhoppers.

See rowcover on p. 6

Then in 2010, Seed2Need received a
donation of concrete reinforcing wire
from SCMG Judy Jacobs. This
wire was used to design a tomato
cage that (1) is durable (2) is less
expensive and less labor intensive than
using fencing and t-posts (3) does not
blow over in the wind (4) is easy to
install and cover with row cover and
(5) is stackable at the end of the season. (See photos)
Row Cover: Seed2Need uses row
cover on the entire tomato crop
(approximately 2200 plants). We also
cover our cold frame with a sheet of
row cover to protect the young seedlings from infection. As a result, we
seldom lose plants to curly top virus.
In 2015, we also plan to cover our

The end result of using row cover - healthy, productive
and easy to harvest tomato plants.

P. Davis
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rowcover from p. 5

using plastic
mulch under our
The first technique was to whitewash
tomato and chile
the plants with Kaolin Clay so the inseedlings to supsects would not want to land on the
press weeds, replant. The second technique was to
duce evaporation
cover the plants with light weight row and to protect the
cover. Because sunlight, water and
t-tape irrigation
wind passes through the fabric, it does system from ronot affect plant growth and because
dent damage.
tomatoes are wind pollinated, it also
does not impact harvest.
In 2012, we also
tested red mulch
In 2008, when the leafhopper infesta- vs. black mulch.
P. Davis
tion was heavy, 50% of the covered
Red mulch
plants were lost after the row cover
seemed to stimuTomato plants after the row cover was removed and the
was removed in July. However, that
late tomato plant
same year, 100% of the plants were
growth but it also plants were weeded the first week of July. Note that the
lost that had not been covered with
allowed weeds to
plants on the left (planted on black plastic mulch) are
row cover.
grow under the
noticeably smaller than those on the right (planted on
mulch. Black did
red plastic mulch).
For more information on Dr. Walser's
a better job of
study, see http://
suppressing weeds.
newscenter.nmsu.edu/Articles/
In 2015, we plan to test white over
We used black plastic mulch in 2014
view/4928
black plastic mulch - black on the botand set a new record for tomato crop tom to suppress weeds and white on
production.
Plastic Mulch: In 2012, we started
the top to reflect heat. 

Volunteer for the Corrales
Garden Tour
Sunday June 7, 2015
by Nancy Rutland, SCMG

one day self-guided event held from
9-4 on Sunday June 7, and the Master
Garden shifts are either 9-12:30 or
12:30-4.

There is an optional 1.5 hour general
tour meeting in April for first-timers to
June 7th is the 6th Corrales Garden
answers questions, describe expectaTour and is a Corrales MainStreet
tions, and to sign up to work specific
Fundraiser to preserve village tradigardens and shifts. On tour day, two
tions and agricultural roots. We MGs
or three SCMGs will be in each of the
are invited to be on hand to provide
tour gardens to answer gardening and
plant expertise and answer questions. plant questions of garden tour visiThis year's tour has 6 diverse gardens tors. Volunteers should plan on atthat range from stunning xeric gardens tending a 1-2 hour pre-tour with the
in the Sandhills to lush gardens near
garden owner during the two weeks
the Bosque. This project is open to
prior to the tour date to learn about
veteran and intern SCMGs and we pair xeric and other garden features and
interns with vets. The Garden Tour is a

key plant names. Volunteers are also
encouraged to attend a pre-tour of all
gardens from 9-2 Saturday June 6th–
this is a private tour and is a real perk
of volunteering; however, if you do not
go on the June 6 tour, you may have a
free tour ticket to visit the other gardens before or after your Sunday shift.
Please consider this fun MG volunteer
opportunity.
To sign up or if you have questions email co-chairs Cathy Elliot ,
Nancy Rutland or Jaime Gardner. (See
your SCMG roster for contact information, or email
scmgnewsletter@gmail.com) 
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Advanced Class

Garden Photography Class
Short Garden Photography
Tutorial coming in April.
This two-part course will
teach how to use your digital camera to take better
pictures in the garden
Newsletter staff
SCMG Mike Stoy will be teaching a new
class at the Extension Office conference room this month.
Garden Photography Part 1
April 23 3pm - 5pm

Artistic Aspects

Mike Stoy got his first SLR camera
in grade school more than 45
years ago. He sold his first photos
to a national magazine while in
high school and has been a part
time professional photographer
ever since. Most of Mike’s professional work has been concentrated on wilderness photography
and he sold his work at numerous
art fairs and galleries in the Seattle area throughout the 1990’s. He
and his wife Sandy bought their
first house in Seattle in 1986 and
quickly became avid gardeners.
Mike has been combining his passion for photography with his love
of gardening since that time.

Topics will include:

• The elements of art and principles
of design and how to use them to
improve your photographs
• Some recommendations on equipment to improve your garden photography
•Tips on composition
• How to continue to grow as a
photographer and expand your
creativity

Garden Photography Part 2
April 30 3pm - 5pm

Technical Operations of Digital
Cameras

Photo: Louis Tam

Topics will include:

• Controlling exposure
• Controlling depth of field
• Controlling perspective
• Controlling motion
• Controlling color
• Controlling primary focus

The second two hour session will cover
the most important buttons, knobs and

settings on digital cameras and how to
To sign up send an email
use them to take better photos.

to: scmgclassreg@gmail.com

Project News

WaterWise Garden News
By Charlene Spiegal, SCMG

Water Wise Garden – SCMG
Intern Field Trip
Thursday 04/02/15, 9AM
950 Pinetree Rd. SE, Rio Rancho
(between U.S. Post Office and Esther
Bone Library)

work accomplished through the partnership of the Rio Rancho Tree Stewards and the Sandoval County Master
Gardeners.

Earth Day Celebration

Saturday 04/18/15, 10AM – 12 Noon
At the Rio Rancho Water Wise Garden
and the adjacent Veteran’s Memorial
Garden.

WaterWise Garden tool shed art (a
combined project of WWG, SCMG, and
Rio Rancho Tree Stewards), which was
designed by one of the Rio Rancho
High School Tree Stewards. The
Mayor will also present the winner of
the contest with a $100 award. There
will also be games for young children,
Dilly Bars, and demonstrations by Rio
Rancho Fire and Police Departments.

This will include a “walk and talk” intro
Please come out in support of this speto the Water Wise Demonstration Gar- Rio Rancho Mayor Greg Hull, along
with Rio Rancho City Councilors will be cial day and event! 
den and the ongoing projects and
in attendance for the unveiling of the
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Horticultural Therapy

The Scratch & Sniff Garden
A Garden for the Senses
By Hank Bruce & Tomi Jill
Folk
Note: Hank Bruce and Tomi Jill Folk
are helping plan a sensory garden for
Cornucopia Adult Day Services in the
South Valley. They ask if any SCMGs
are interested in helping. Contact information can be found at the end of
this article.
A sensory garden is a tremendous advantage for those with vision impairment, the elderly, those suffering from
depression, those with brain damage,
mental and physical limitations, individuals with muscular dystrophy,
stroke patients and those with Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia. There is also great value to
family and professional caregivers, and
those of us who experience the stress
of everyday living.

Features for a Sensory Garden
We suggest that these elements be
introduced over a period of time, even
years. The shade element is essential
and need to be among the earliest
considerations. We also suggest that
the decisions not be made only by a
supervisor, landscaper, groundskeeper
or outside advisor. Include the staff
and those the garden is intended to
benefit. When they have a voice, they
have a sense of ownership, and this is
empowering.
Shade is essential. How we provide it
can be a creative exercise. Ideally, it
can also provide opportunities for sensory experiences
Gazebo or arbor for shade and relaxation, with hanging baskets on pulleys, vertical garden features, and a
few diverse sensory elements.

Bistro tables and chairs with 3-5
sensory plants each. These can be in
containers creatively decorated and
include novelty statuary as well as
The simple act of touring the garden plants.
becomes an active therapeutic experience, not only a passive visual exer- Water feature, can be a fountain,
cise. To touch, feel textures, let the pool, or possibly a touch pool. Safety is
hands make their discoveries, or to a factor here and the water will need
inhale the varied fragrances and aro- to be monitored.
mas can evoke long lost memories as
it kindles new interests. There is even Themed raised beds (Many outlined
the opportunity to taste some of the in Gardening Projects for Horticultural
herbs, fruits and vegetables in a sen- Therapy Programs and Garden Projects
sory garden. Beauty isn’t limited to for the Classroom and Special Learning
colors and shapes. Beauty can be Programs
found in the discovery of something
new and the comforting recovery of Interactive plants and containers,
lost images. Joy can be found in the this includes Sensitive Plant, Lambs
sharing of these experiences.
Ears, Dinosaur Kale and Artichokes.
Participants, and family mambers, can
be creative with containers and plantPart of the sensory experi- ers. They can be painted, decorated,
ence is watching growth
found art and flower shoes

and change occur, looking
for the surprises and making daily discoveries.

Space for outdoor activities ranging from exercise to art & crafts
Exercises can include planting, nurturing plant material and harvesting.

Other activities can involve treasure
hunts, team activities, games, story
time and a variety of artistic mediums.
Bird feeders & hummingbird feeders, This can range from making the
bird feeders from gourds or wood to
growing the sunflowers, corn or millet
for the feeder. Participants can even
plant cosmos and other plants to attract songbirds. A hummingbird feeder
can be placed in the middle of a raised
bed planted with flowers hummingbirds like.
Fruit trees, dwarf best, can be container grown for portability. Fruit trees
offer flowers in the spring, shade when
the sun gets intense, and fruit in season. Dwarf trees make the fruit, and
the maintenance accessible.
Gutter gardens for strawberries, edible greens, portulaca or marigolds.
This is a showcase feature that families can replicate at home. They can be
painted bright colors or earthtones.
Arbors and trellises for grapes, cucumbers, morning glories and lablab
beans. This can provide accessibility
and shade while requiring less space.
Butterfly garden - with milkweeds,
“Save the Monarchy!” This provides
opportunities for entertainment, education and environmental action. We
can all be a part of the solution. There
should be plants that provide larval
foods as well as water and feeding
stations for the adults. Feeding stations involve pieces of fresh fruit
changed on a daily basis.
Sunflowers, morning glories and
hollyhocks These are classic sensory
plants that are rugged, familiar and
easy to grow. They also grow well together along a fence.

See sensory on p. 9
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Sensory from p. 8

strawberries, the harvest of corn and
peanuts (and the opportunity to make
Gourds are a classic sensory plant;
your own Cracker Jacks). Then there
safe, easy, familiar and the fruit can be are elements like dried flowers, pine
dried and used throughout the winter, cones & holly branches. Each seasonal
making musical instruments, vases,
transition is an opportunity for new
bowls, a gourd zoo, even puppets.
discoveries.
See the article The All Gourd Band.

Sensory Gardens

Pumpkin patch A Sensory garden
provide opportunities
superstar. The pumpkin provides a
beyond our physical
variety of visual and tactile sensory
experiences, including using the fruit in
senses
a variety of recipes the families might
want to provide, Halloween decor and
a multitude of artistic opportunities.
Whimsy Both the creation and the
See the Kindle story The Pumpkin Pa- encounter of whimsical art, novelty
rade
planters, statuary, signs and anything
else you think of can help put individuDandelion garden This is another
als at ease, reduce stress and aggrescompletely safe plant with multiple
sion, calm frayed nerves and provide
sensory opportunities. Salad from the
an opportunity to share a discovery
leaves, soup and ice cream from the
and an experience. Whimsy can be
flowers, and fun toys from the bloschanged frequently to provide new
soms and stems. They’re easy to grow surprises. See book Windowsill
too.
Whimsy, Gardening & Horticultural
Barefoot in the grass, accessible
patch of soft grass where bare feet
can connect with the earth can have
real therapeutic value. This can be
magnified when you add a bottle of
bubble solution and dance on the
grass. This can be a great garden
party. See Seniors Illustrated, Vol 1

Therapy Projects for Small Spaces

We view the sensory aspects of gardening as an opportunity to stimulate
the physical senses, but the garden
presents opportunities far beyond our
physical senses.

Sense of wonder. Just because we
may be aged, infirm or intellectually
Seasonal sensory features Often
limited, doesn’t mean that we don’t
we overlook the sensory value the dy- enjoy new experiences, take great joy
namic flow of seasons provides. From in something new, different and exotic.
branches of pussy willow and forsythia A garden is filled with opportunities to
before spring has sprung to roses and exercise our sense of wonder.
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Sense of Discovery. Too often we
put our senior citizens in a “box called
the past” and what they often crave is
the opportunity to discover, explore
and learn something new. The developmentally and physically disabled also
need the opportunity to make discoveries.
Sense of place. The garden can provide all of us with the opportunity to
ground, connect with the earth, with
life, to truly experience the “PeoplePlant connection.
Sense of purpose. The garden is a
place where we can all have the opportunity to nurture, know the meaning of responsibility and the enjoy the
results of our efforts. In the garden,
even those of us with severe limitations have the opportunity to share
both our knowledge and the fruits of
our labors.
Sense of community. A garden is a
safe place to visit, with friends, with
nature, with our plants. In the garden
we can feel that we are a part of
something bigger than ourselves. This
is the greatest harvest of a community
garden. 
Hank Bruce & Tomi Jill Folk are Horticultural Therapists who also operate:
Petals & Pages Press
860 Polaris Blvd SE, Rio Rancho, NM 87124
(505)891-1355
petals_pages@msn.com

Notes on Sensory Gardens for Young and Old
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Pathways should be well defined and wheelchair accessible. Curved pathways are easier to navigate.
Walks & paths should be wide enough for two-way wheelchair traffic.
Avoid sand, bark mulch or gravel walkways that are difficult for a wheelchair to navigate.
Railings or borders are helpful to define traffic flow, and prevent injury to wheelchair users.
Signs should be in Braille as well as print. A textured image sign is often helpful for all using the garden.
Placement should be consistent throughout the garden.
Beware of sharp corners, and features that can trip or cause injury.
Vegetables and fruiting trees are a valuable addition to the garden. Those with brightly colored foliage or fruit
are the best ones to use. Ex: Rainbow chard, dwarf apple trees, and tomato plants with various colors and
shapes of fruit.

Continued next page
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Notes on Sensory Gardens for Young and Old
continued
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Because this is a garden designed to be handled, plants may experience damage and need to be replaced occasionally. This is OK. The sensory garden exists for the benefit of the people using it, not the plants growing
there.
A patio, atrium, lobby or a windowsill can be a great location for an indoor sensory garden.
Scented plants shouldn’t be grouped together. They are best appreciated when they are far enough apart that
the fragrances don’t mingle. They can be spaced among the shrubbery and texture plants.
It is best to use more than one of each species where space permits.
Raised beds and decorative containers are effective and convenient landscape features. Varied heights and
hanging baskets are also effective.
Where possible, clients, their family members and visitors should have the opportunity to work with the plants
and plantings. This enhances the sensory experiences. Active is better than passive.
When there are plants used that do pose a threat in any way it is important to sign appropriately and provide
appropriate physical barriers. This too is a part of the learning process for all.
The sound of running water, a stream or fountain enhances the sensory experience, as does a small pool where
hands can be dipped in cool refreshing water. A touch pool is fun & functional.
The use of textural variety in landscape accessories is also helpful. Different types of stone, shells, textured
brick, wood railings, etc. can be a sensory experience.
The sounds of nature are a part of the experience, wind rustling the leaves, birds singing, even the insects
have a place in the garden.
Wind chimes have great value as markers for rest areas, special features, etc.
If it’s possible music can be added to the experience.
Convenient seating, benches and small tables can be a valuable part of the sensory garden. To be able to sit
and rest with a stimulating vista or view close at hand is valuable.
Water fountains near sitting areas. Space beside benches to accommodate wheelchairs.
Whimsy, statuary, just for fun non-plant (hardscaping) materials are also an important part of the sensory garden.

Education Committee looking for volunteers
The SCMG Education Committee works in cooperation with the Coordinator, Assistant Coordinator and
County Extension Agent to schedule SCMG continuing education classes, workshops, demonstrations, and
tours. In addition to contacting and securing the presenters and scheduling the educational event, the
Education Committee helps secure the class venue and work with the Extension Office, Board of Directors, and other committees with the promotion and management of the continuing education events. If
you are interested in participating, contact Sam Thompson (see your SCMG roster or email scmgnewsletter@gmail.com for contact information).
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Plant of the Month

By Jan Koehler, SCMG Intern

The Violaceae Family

place, Shadwell, on
April 1, 1767.

The versatile viola is beautiful
in the garden or on the table.

Nomenclature
Viola is a large genus
of about 500 species
Competing with their pansy cousins as that includes many
superstars of the cool season garden, popular wildflowers
violas are easy to grow, giving that
and garden flowers
early spring garden a much needed
such as pansies,
color lift. Newer viola varieties offer
sweet violets, and
larger flower size, along with excellent Johnny-jump-ups.
heat resistance and cold tolerance, for They represent a
exceptional garden performance. The
wide range of growth
flower color palette is unsurpassed,
habits and include
offering beautiful pastels and sparkling annuals, biennials,
jewel tones. Some flowers have two,
and deciduous pereneven three colors. Many have unique
nials. Most garden
patterns and markings. The fresh
violas are grown as
green foliage provides a beautiful
annuals or short-lived
backdrop that makes the multitude of perennials.
delicate flowers breathtaking.
Violas have gained popularity. In the
New Mexico climates, violas grace the
garden during the spring and early
summer until they succumb to the
heat of our summers. They reappear
as bedding plants in local nurseries for
the fall garden, providing continuous
bloom often through a mild winter.

The ancestor of today’s violas is the
Sweet Violet, V. odorata. A true perennial,
Sweet Violet is known
for its compact plant
growth and small, sweetly fragrant,
deep violet flowers.

J. Koehler

Closely related is the garden
pansy, Viola wittrockiana, this shortlived perennial has larger flowers
Garden violas are represented by two
than V. tricolor or V. cornuta. Pansies
History
species. One species is Viola tricolor,
reach a height of about 8 inches tall
Violas have been celebrated throughJohnny-jump-up. This perennial is naout history, not only in gardening, but tive to Europe and Asia, grows about 6 with single colored or face patterned
flowers that measure 2-3 inches
also in literature, medicine, and art.
-10 inches high, and produces small,
across, though some hybrids have
Most of the historical references proba- nickel-sized flowers in purple, yellow,
even larger flowers. Pansies are generbly refer to the Sweet Violet (Viola
and white with interesting marks or
ally grown as annuals.
odorata), one of the first flowers to be whiskers. Johnny-jump-ups are often
grown commercially. Violas came from grown as an annual.
There are also wild varieties of
Europe, where they grew wild throughViolaceae. There are eight Viola sp.
out the region, and were familiar as
The other is Viola cornuta, sometimes
listed as New Mexico flora.
early as the 4th century BC to people
called tufted pansies or horned violets.
living in Greece, who cultivated the
Native to Spain and the Pyrenees, V.
Classification
plants for herbal medicinal use. Refer- cornuta grows throughout temperate
ence to the modern day viola can be
regions of the world. The green leaves Violas can be grouped in several different ways. Plants may have a compact,
found dating back to 1633.
are spreading, perennial, evergreen
rosettes. Plants are compact, up to 8- mounded growth habit or a spreading,
When V. tricolor was brought to North 10 inches tall, with 1 1/2-inch diameter trailing habit. Flowers can be small America in the 18th century, the plant flowers patterned with rays or lines in under 1-inch in diameter, or large became known as Johnny-jump-up. It a deeper or contrasting color. Flowers over 1-inch. Varieties are openpollinated or hybrid.
was grown by Thomas Jefferson who
may have a light scent.
noted that he planted it at his birth-

See violas on p. 12

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
1

SCMG Board Meetings Third Wednesday of month,
Sandoval County
Extension Office,
2:30pm

Click on links
for details

3

4

Telephone Hotline
Daily 9:00-12:00,
1:30-4:30 in the
Casita

-Corrales Growers
Market 9:00am12:00pm

10

NOTE: the
official SCMG
calendar is on
the website

11

17

18

-Corrales Growers
Market 9:00am-noon

24
-Corrales Growers
Market 9:00am-noon

31
-Corrales Growers
Market 9:00am-noon

25

2
-Home Depot Plant
Clinic 10am-2pm

5

6

7

-Gardening With the
Masters: Home
Composting & Soil
Amending

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-WaterWise Garden
7:30-11:00am
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

12

13
-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

19
-SCMG Board 3-5pm

26

-Corrales Growers
Market 9:00am-noon

Saturday

8

9

14

15

16

-WaterWise Garden
7:30-11:00am
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

Newsletter Articles
DUE!

-Seed2Need 7-9am
-Corrales Heritage
Day 10am-4pm

20

21

22

23

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-WaterWise Garden
7:30-11:00am
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

27

28

-Placitas Caterpillars
Club 3:00pm

-WaterWise Garden
7:30-11:00am
-New Beginnings
10:00-11:30am

-Seed2Need 7-9am
-Santa Ana Plant
Clinic 10am-2pm

29

30

